fractions with the property (1.6) subsume an important subclass of positivedefinite continued fractions. It is easily seen that (1.6) is equivalent to (1.7)
S n (V n ) C S»-i(V n _i) C Vo, n^ 2.
We remark that if zero is not contained in any of the sets b n + V ny n ^ 1, then a n = 0 for some n implies that s n (z) = 0 for all z G V n . Hence, if a m ^ 0, m < n, and a n = 0, it is easily shown that S m (0) = S n -i(0) for m ^ n so that the sequence {S n (0)} converges trivially. We shall extend the definition of a continued fraction to include this degenerate case. With one exception (Theorem 4.3), however, we have required (implicitly) the condition 0 (? (b n + V n ). Therefore, in the remainder of this paper (except in Theorem 4.3) it will suffice to consider only the case a n ^ 0, n è 1, so that the l.f.t.'s s n (z) and S n (z) will be non-singular.
In this study, extensive use will be made of a sequence of l.f.t.'s {T n (z)} related to the c.f.g. sequence \S n (z)} by a transformation
where v n {z) is an l.f.t. which maps V n onto the closed unit disk U: \z\ S 1; that is, (1.9) v n (V n ) = U, n^O.
Here "o" denotes functional composition (e.g., f o g(z) = f[g(z)]).
It follows from (1.8) and (1.9) that so that the continued fraction {S w (0)} converges if and only if the sequence {T n (v n (0))} converges. By our initial assumption, zero is an interior point of each V n , and so we may take v n (0) =0, n ^ 1. This will be done in the remainder of the paper. Hence, to prove that the continued fraction {5^(0)} converges, it is sufficient to show that the sequence {T n (z)\ converges in the interior of U. In 1963, Thron (6) gave a characterization of the convergence behaviour of sequences of l.f.t.'s {T n (z)} having the property (1.10) and, in the same paper, he used results derived from that work to give new proofs of the Pringsheim criterion and the general parabola theorem. More recently, Hillam and Thron (1) applied the same type of analysis to obtain a new convergence criterion for continued fractions Kn=i(a n /b n ).
In the present paper we have employed a modification of the method introduced by Thron. In §3 we have proved a generalization of the result of Hillam and Thron (1, Theorem 2), allowing for variable circular regions V n . Section 4 contains a convergence criterion (Theorem 4.3) which extends an earlier result of Thron (4, Theorem A). Section 5 includes an extension (Theorem 5.1)of the general parabola theorem (6, Theorem 8.1) for continued fractions KSJLi(a n /l), which allows variable parabolic element regions. Theorems 4.3 and 5.1 have an overlapping relation with certain earlier results of Wall (e.g., 7, Theorem 31.3). As an example of the usefulness of these general convergence criteria, we derive in §6 two new convergence theorems for a class of continued fraction expansions.
2. Basic lemmas. For use in the following sections we shall prove now two basic lemmas giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the property (1.6) to hold. In the first case, the regions V n are closed circular disks; in the second, they are half-planes with the boundary included. In both cases the V n contain zero as an interior point.
s n (z) = a n /{b n + z), a n ^ 0, n ^ 1, and let V n be the circular region defined by
where the D n are complex numbers and the q n are positive. Then
if and only if
Before proving the lemma we remark that (2.3) implies that
and for the special case D n -0, q n = 1, n ^ 2, condition (2.4) V n = {z: Re(sexp(-^B)) ^ H^U Pn ^ 0}, n ^ 1.
where P n = Pn exp(i\l/ n ), p n > 0, and \p n is real. Then
Proof. It is readily shown that (2.14) Re (ft"exp (-*>")) è Pn is a necessary condition for (2.12). We shall consider the equality and inequality as separate cases. If equality holds in (2.14), then by a direct computation we obtain for s n (V n ) the half-plane (2.15) s n (V n ) = {z: Re(zexp(i(* n -arg a n ))) ^ 0}.
Thus it is easily seen that for (2.12) to hold it is necessary and sufficient to have (2.16) arg a n = \f/ n + fa-u which, in this case, is equivalent to (2.13). If the inequality holds in (2.14), then one finds that Before continuing with the development of convergence criteria in the following sections, we shall digress for a moment to show that the continued fractions (1.5), having the property (1.6) where the V n are half-planes with the origin an interior point, subsume an important subclass of positivedefinite continued fractions. We make use of the fact (7 
Let V n be the half-plane (2.11), where 
Thus (2.13) is satisfied by the a n , b n , ty n , and p n and hence by Lemma 2.2 we have (2.12).
Variable circular regions.
For use here and in the following two sections we shall develop some general properties of sequences of l.f.t.'s {T n (z)) having the property (1.10). First, it should be noted that {T n (U)\ is a nested sequence of circular regions all contained in the unit disk U. Thus, if C n and r n > 0 denote the centre and radius of T n (U), respectively, then T n (z) can be written in the form
, and
lt is easily shown that the sequence {C n } converges to a limit C, since {r n } converges monotonically to a limit r ^ 0. The limit point case is said to occur when r = 0 and the limit circle case when r > 0. Since our interest here lies in sequences {T n (z)\ which are related to c.f.g. sequences {S n (z)\ by a transformation (1.8), it is useful to write the characteristic property of c.f.g. sequences (1.3) in terms of the T n (z). By means of (1.8) this property becomes
Now in view of (1.9), if V n is a half-plane, °° lies on its boundary so that |fl»(°° )| = 1-O n the other hand, if V n is a circular region, <» is in the exterior and hence \v n (<x> )| > 1. As pointed out in the introduction, we shall choose the v n (z) so that v n (0) = 0. With these conditions imposed, (3.2) implies that for each n ^ 2, there exists a number K n such that
Xn ^ I-We shall now prove the following useful result. 
Proof. In the limit point case it is clear that {T n (z)) converges for all z in U to a common limit. By use of (3.1), the equation in (3.3) becomes
With the help of the inequality in (3.3), this implies that
from which it is easily deduced that
'• s 'fl(i-i).
where / is a non-zero constant and hj = 1 -gj. Thus
so that if ]C7=i ^ diverges, the infinite product diverges to zero and hence r = 0 (limit point case). Therefore, in the limit circle case, £7=i /£;• converges and we arrive at part (a) of the theorem. To investigate the limit circle case further, it is useful to express T n (z) in the following form (3.6) T^-c^+ f n [ 1 -h^h\-For then, since C n -* C, r n -» r > 0 and g n -> 1, to prove the convergence of {T n (z)} for all z such that \z\ ^ 1, it suffices to show that {exp(i(u n -r n ))} converges (as asserted in part (b)), or, equivalently, that {R n G n \ converges. Again making use of (3.5) we obtain
Successive application of this relation leads to
from which part (c) follows. For m and n sufficiently large (n > m),
If the Kj are restricted by condition (3.4), then for j sufficiently large, the sequence
is bounded above. Therefore, the right side of (3.9) becomes arbitrarily small for all m and n sufficiently large since YJ 1 ! converges. Hence, {R"G n \ is a Cauchy sequence and the proof of the theorem is complete.
It is now a simple matter to prove the following theorem. 
Moreover, using (3.10) we obtain k(°°)| = kJD n \ è 1 + e, n è 0, for some fixed positive number e > 0. Thus, T n (z), defined by (1.8) using (3.12), satisfies (1.10), (3.3), and (3.4). Hence, by Theorem 3.1 the sequence {T n (z)) converges at least for all z such that \z\ < 1. In view of (1.11) this implies the convergence of the continued fraction {S"(0)}. By (1.7), the limit v, to which the continued fraction converges, is contained in Si(Fi). This is the set described by (3.11), which completes the proof of the theorem.
We shall mention briefly a few interesting special cases of Theorem 3.2. By taking D n = 0 we obtain (3.13) \a n \ S 2»-i(|6n| ~ ff»), 0 < e < q n , n ^ 1, as a sufficient condition for convergence of the continued fraction K^=i(a n /b n ). The Pringsheim criterion (2.6) is obtained by letting q n = 1, n ^ 1, in (3.13).
If we let b n = 1, 0 < e < q n < 1, n ^ 1, then (3.13) reduces to the wellknow^ sufficient condition (7, p. 50) (3.14)
for convergence of the continued fraction K" = i(a w /1). Worpitzky's criterion \a n \ ^ \ follows by taking q n = \. 4. Variable half-plane regions. Theorem 3.1 sets forth some useful properties of sequences of l.f.t.'s {T n (z)) satisfying (1.10) and (3.3). These properties were applied in Theorem 3.2 to obtain a convergence criterion for continued fractions using variable circular regions V n . In this section we shall develop some additional properties of the sequences {T n (z)\ and shall apply these results together with Theorem 3.1 to obtain a continued fraction convergence criterion using variable half-plane regions V n . 
where M is an arbitrary constant of proportionality. The transformation t n (z) will be normalized so that
if we choose
where -\ir< arg M ^ \TT. where K n = [a n J£ n _i7 n _.iY n ]Af, K = [ -a n K n _iK n y n -xy n \M, with - §7r < arg ikf g ^7r.
Proof. As pointed out in the introduction, it is possible to choose v n (z) so that v n (0) = 0, since zero is an interior point of V n . Thus, the form of v n (z) given by (4.6) is permissible. The remainder of the proof can be made by substitution of (1.1) and (4.6) into the right side of the equation If the elements a n (a n ^ 0) and b n of the continued fraction Kn = i(a n /b n ) satisfy (2.13) for some sequences of positive numbers {p n ) and real numbers {\p n }, and if the sequence The restriction a n ^ 0 waj ôe removed if we require the following additional condition:
Proof. Let { F n } be the sequence of half-plane regions (2.11). Then (4.13) implies that zero is not contained in any of the sets b n + V n , n è 1. Thus, in view of the remark in the introduction concerning the degenerate case (a n = 0 for some n), it suffices to assume that a n ^ 0 for all n. Then by Lemma 2.2, condition (2.13) implies (2.12). Let T n (z) be defined by (1.8), where \S n (z)) is the c.f.g. sequence associated with the continued fraction and where (4.14)
v
n (z) = z/(z + 2P n ).
The transformation v n (z) is easily shown to satisfy (1.9) and hence T n (z) satisfies both (1.10) (or equivalently (3.1)) and (3.3) with K n = v n (co) = 1. In order to prove the convergence of the continued fraction it suffices to show that the sequence {T n (z)\ converges for all z such that \z\ < 1. But by Theorem 3.1, part (c), it will be sufficient to show that in the limit circle case the series
converges. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, taking a n = y n = K n = 1, and 8 n = 2P n and normalizing the parameters in (4.2) to satisfy (4.4), we have that
1 -r Cr n and upon substitution into (4.16) we obtain
From this it follows that, for all sufficiently large n,
where L is a constant independent of n. Thus, the series (4.15) converges since in the limit circle case J2K converges and by hypothesis the sequence (4.11) is bounded. This completes the proof of the theorem.
As noted in the introduction, an earlier theorem of Thron (4, Theorem A) may be obtained from Theorem 4.3 by taking p n = p > 0 and \f/ n = \p real, » è 1.
It was also mentioned in the introduction that Theorem 4.3 has an overlapping relation with an earlier theorem of Wall (7, Theorem 31.3). We shall now clarify that relationship. The theorem of Wall referred to states that: A continued fraction K(a n /1) converges if the elements a n satisfy the conditions . Theorem 4.3 has the advantage of being more easily applied. Some examples of its use are given in §6.
Extension of the parabola theorem.
The following theorem extends the general parabola theorem (6, Theorem 8.1) to allow for variable parabolic regions for the elements of the continued fraction.
< M THEOREM 5.1. Let the elements a n of the continued fraction K£Li(a n /l) with nth approximant S n (0) lie in parabolic regions defined by
\a n \ -Re(a n exp(-i(^n + ^n-i))) ^ 2p n _ x (cos f n -p n ), n ^ 1, where p n > 0 and \p n is real, and where Before proving the theorem we remark that the general parabola theorem (6, Theorem 8.1) is obtained by taking (5.4) \p n = yp and p n = h cos ^, where -^x < \p < %w. Theorem 5.1 also has an overlapping relation with the theorem of Wall stated in §4. Again, the connection is seen by means of the identification (4.21). The same relation holds between the parabolic regions as with Theorem 4.3 except for the further restriction (5.2) on the parameters P n = p n exp(i\(/ n ). Since divergence of one of the series (5.3) is necessary for the convergence of K(a n /1), that condition cannot be improved upon and is weaker than the condition that (4.20) diverges. We shall give two examples of convergent continued fractions K(a n /1) to demonstrate the fact that either of the theorems may apply when the other does not. is the c.f.g. sequence and the v n (z) are given by (4.14). Then, as in §4, the T n (z) satisfy (1.10) or, equivalently, (3.1) and
which is obtained from (1.3) and (1.8). Therefore by Theorem 3.1 it suffices for us to consider the convergence of \T n (z)) for all z such that \z\ < 1 in the limit circle case (i.e., r = Km r n > 0). In addition to (1.10) and (5.6), we shall also make use of the following two properties of the sequence { T n (z)} :
T n {J n ) = r w _x(l) = j;_ 2 (0), n ^ 3, where
and the property
The first of these follows from (1.8) and
Equation ( Therefore, using (5.7) and (5.10), we may conclude from Theorem 3.1 that the sequences {T 2n (z)} and {r 2w +i(s)} converge at least for all z such that \z\ < 1. Hence, the sequences {5 2w (0)j and {5 2w +i(0)} both converge. If we let <r n -oe n -r n , then we have shown in the preceding argument that o"2w -* & and c 2n _|_i -> a .
It follows from (3.6) that the sequence {T n (z)\ will converge for \z\ < 1 (and hence the continued fraction will converge) unless in the limit circle case (i.e., r n ->r > 0)
We now show that (5.12) G»->-l is a necessary condition for divergence of the continued fraction. For, suppose there exists a subsequence {G k ( n )} bounded away from -1, but with g kM -» 1.
It follows that
From (3.1) and (5.6) we have that
JL -r Cr TO and therefore ^W-&W-l ex pfew-l) = r Hn)
from which it is easily deduced that a = a'. Making use of the preceding results, we shall now show that if the continued fraction diverges, then both series in (5.3) converge. To this end it is convenient to write G n = -(1 + e n exp(irj n )) y e n > 0 and r) n is real, and w r e may assume (5.11), (5.12), and r n -> r > 0 (limit circle case). Thus, e n -* 0 and r n -> T SO that CO 2W -> CO and co 2w +i -> a/, where co^co'. Again using (5.13) we can show that lim 2rj2n = co -co' + fl", lim 2r]2n+i ~ oi f -co + it.
Then, it follows from the same argument used by Thron (6, p. 125) , that the convergence of J^h k implies the convergence of J^e k . To interpret these results in terms of the elements a n of the continued fraction we use property (5.9) with v n (z) given by (4.14) to write
Taking 4(0) = \ n /v n as described by Theorem 4.1, we have that
and from this we can eliminate {C n -C w _i), by use of (5.13) to obtain
Now from (5.7) we obtain
Using this and (5.13) with n replaced by n -1, we obtain
which, when combined with (5.13), yields = C w _i + R n . 1 Proof. Let a n * = a n /b n b n^i} so that the continued fractions are equivalent. Let 6. Application to continued fraction expansions. The primary importance of the general convergence criteria studied in this paper is perhaps to derive convergence theorems for continued fraction expansions. As an illustration of this, we shall obtain from Theorem 4. To obtain a theorem which holds for an angular opening in z, we shall make (6.4) independent of \z\ by setting (6.6) p n = COS^n, -|?T < \f/ n < \-K, and requiring the p n to be bounded away from zero. For simplicity we shall choose p n = 1 and yp n -0, n ^ 1, so that (6.5) is clearly satisfied for all fixed z and (6.4) becomes (6.7) Re(4 exp(i0)) ^ è(l -cos0).
For each fixed value of 0, (6.7) requires the d n to lie within or on the boundary of the half-plane region (6.8) He = {£: Re (£ exp(i0)) è i(l ~ cos 0)}.
Using this analysis, we arrive at the following theorem. We note that the restriction 0 2 -0i < T merely ensures that the region containing the d n be non-null. To complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, it suffices to show that if 0i, 0 2 , and 0 satisfy (6.9), then (6.10) H(6 U 0 2 ) = H H e =H 6i n H B9 .
di^d^e 2 If we let £ 0 denote the point of intersection of the boundaries of He x and He 2 , then it will be sufficient for our purpose to show that (6.11) *o 6 IT(0i,02).
ir The continued fraction (6.1) converges trivially for z = 0. Hence, we may exclude this case in the following discussion.
But it is easily shown that , a *o\ y |sin^-sin 0 2 1 . . fcos Oi -cos 0 2 1 (6.12) £ 0 " L~2sTn^7^T ~ 2 J + % L 2sin(^ -l^J '
and by an elementary analysis one can verify (6.11), thus completing the proof of our theorem.
Finally, we obtain by a similar argument the following theorem. Proof. For any s satisfying (6.14), conditions (6.4) and (6.5) will hold if we take p n = cos \p n , \p n = 6 = arg z.
